In this paper the author discusses the ancient Ayurvedic system of India which is basically of holistic approach. The contribution of modern scholars are also summed up here.
"Most men think they are immortal until they get a cold when they think they are going to die within an hour". This is a lucid expression by Norman cousins about the unprepared mind having to face a small challenge in one's life. Norman cousins the author of the "Anatomy of Disease" and who recovered from an incurable disease and a layman from the medical point or view, in his famous autobiographical note book ('Human options') which was published in 1981 has given a new outlook towards the mysterious human body. According to him there are two more systems of the human body to be emphasized, the healing system and the belief system. The two work together. The healing system is the way the body mobilizes all its resources to combat diseases. The belief system is often the activator of the healing system. The belief system converts hope, robust expectations and the will to live into positive factors in any contexts of forces involving disease. Both belief system and medical attention should go together. The neurons in the brain convert thoughts, hopes, ideas and attitudes into chemical substances. Science and commonsense converge and assign proper value to hope, faith, laughter and confidence in the life force. There is undeniable evidence that the human mind can be trained to play an important part both in preventing disease and overcoming it when it occurs.
The summary of his writings which I have narrated here is nothing but the meaning of a Sloka in the Asavamedha Parva of Mahabharata.
"Dvividho jayate vyadhih Sariro manasastatha Parasparam tayorjanma Nirdvandvam nopalabhyate".
The ailments occur both physically and mentally and even though each part might be predominant, they cannot be compartmentalized.
The modern scientists, not only in the field of medicine, but also in other science, have started realizing the importance of mind and spirit. Alexis Carrel, the father of Tissue Transplantation and Nobel prize winner, in his famous book, 'Man the Unknown' has stated that the mind is the most colossal power of the world, even though it is ignored completely by physiologists and physicians.
Sir Julian Huxley, at the conference of scientists held at Chicago University, in his discourse, "The evolutionary vision", explained that the concept of evolution as enunciated by Darwin was regarded as the evolution of the structure of the human system or animal system and the criteria of the evolution was the quantity. This quantitative approach has been replaced during the last hundred years by quality evolution, from a lower level to a higher level. Qualitative development is a continuing purpose, and search of man to achieve something better, something higher, something nobler is the motivation behind this growth. If evolution has ceased to be organic, it can only be spiritual. The cardinal fact is that the evolutions at human stage has risen from the organic to the psycho -social level.
The organism evolved develops a new vision based on human virtues which ensure a harmonious blending of the body, the intellect, the mind and the spirit. Psychosocial evolution treats the child or human being as a part of a vast social organism based on mental cooperation, harmony, and goodwill. The human brain is now set for something higher and its role in psychosocial evolution is different from that of a mere physical evolution.
A great book, 'Living Brain' written by Gray Walter deserves our attention. This work throws a new light on the function of human central nervous system. The evolution from lower animals to the stage of human beings has been well described. The thermostatic regulations centre which was required for the survival of animals was not developed in that early stage and so the huge animals like dinosaurs perished as they were incapable of surviving climatic change. But in the course of evolution, later animals developed this homeo static mechanism and so they were able to survive. The purpose became different in respect of the human being. It meant emancipation or freedom. If the animal wanted survival, the human being sought freedom. The brain evolves itself in such a manner that the stage of survival is replaced by that of emancipation.
In the words of Julian Huxley, it can be narrated as follows. "In the light of our present knowledge, man's most comprehensive aim is seen not as mere survival, not as numerical increase, not as increased complexity of organization, or increased control over his environment, but as greater fulfillment, the fuller realization of more possibilities by the human species collectively.
Once greater fulfillment is recognized as man's ultimate or definite aim, we shall need a science of human possibilities to help and guide a long course of psycho -social evolution that lies ahead. This concept rather a new one, will gain recognition during the course of time.
Bertrand Russel points out, "We are in the middle of a race between human skill as to means and human folly as to ends unless man increases in wisdom as much as in knowledge, increase of knowledge will be increase of sorrow". The modern man has mastery over natural developments and despite his strides in materialism and welfare, he is crippled by fear and a sense of total insecurity. Anxiety and tension are the products of modern civilization and no individual, no home and no nation can escape from this mental agony. Some experience a feeling of boredom, which according to Norman Cousins is the most costly disease. We seem to function as unguided missiles without a target or destination.
Agitated by those mental convulsions, the thinking man has been striving for a new anchorage and his thoughts have been revolutionsed. From the Upanishads and other ancient scriptures of India springs this thought.
The ancient Ayurvedic system of India, which has been influenced by the teachings of the Upanishads, has treated man as a whole, his body, his nervous system, his mind and what is beyond his mind. This truth has been well recognized, though belatedly in advanced countries where medical science is making tremendous progress.
The
The very first invocatory verse in Astanga Hrdaya gives the pride of place to the diseases of the self like Raga, Dvesa, Mada, Matsarya, etc. It may be noted that the author does not mention by name any of the physical ailments, but takes particular care to signify the inner tensions which cause morbid mental states. This primary verse furnished us with the master -key which will open the secret of the approach of the Acarya. It is evident that he is no a materialist who uses the human body as conglomeration of diverse physical substances without anything deeper animating them. His basic view is that the human body is the sacred instrument for the achievement of the great goals of human life such as 'Dharma', 'Artha', 'Sukha'. This idea is elaborated by him in the famous IInd chapter of Sutrasthana wherein he outlines in a very remarkable manner the daily routine of individuals. There he says that all the activities of man are directed to the end of attaining the happiness, whereas happiness is never achieved without righteousness, it is the bounden duty of man to be righteous in his action.
Sukharthah sarvabhutanam Matah sarvah pravrttayah Sukhamacana vina dharmattasmad dharmaparo bhavet.
This is a clear echo of the quintessential thinking of the Sage Vyasa expressed towards the end of his great epic. He cries aloud with his hands upraised wondering "Why dharma is not followed by anybody though it is the source of Artha and Kama". Urddhvabahurviraumyesa Na ca kascit srnoti me Tasmadarthasca Kamasca Sah dharmah Kim na sevyate.
The path of righteousness is laid out by acarya in clear terms.
He defines it negatively by asking people to refrain from committing ten sins such as violence, convetousness, falsefhood etc. It may be remembered in this context that these are also the evils prohibited by Lord Buddha.
The Acarya proceeds to define the Kernel of correct behaviour in terms of 'advaida' vision. He declares that it is the duty of any man to serve those who are afflicted to the limit of their ability, and he lays down the great ethico -spiritual principle, that one is obliged to regard that even vermin and ants are identical with oneself.
Atman satatam pasyedapi kita pipilikam.
The full glory of Indian Philosophy is reflected in this small couplet. It is the epitome of the entire teachings of Lord Krsna in Bhagavat Gita. The following words in Gita will reveal to us that the theory of self identification with the world is fundamental to the philosophy of Gita. The Acarya does not want this theory to be put into practice by only yogis and Rsis. On the contrary, he wants every human being to put this theory into practice, so that he ensures for himself continued mental, physical and spiritual well being. Therefore he says that one should not turn down a supplicant and also that one should do good even to an enemy even if he has done harm to oneself.
Upakarapradhanah svadapakaraparepyarau
He also keeps harping on the importance of supreme mental equanimity as a guarantee for enduring health. Following closely the advice of Gita he says.
Sampadvipatsvekamanah.
Here we find the concept of 'Sthita prajna' as described by Gita.
Duhkhesuanudvignamanah Sukhesu vigataprhah Vitaragabhayakrodho Sthitadhirmunirucyate
His ideal of self identification with others is so genuine and profound that he asserts that one should not be happy without sharing his happiness with others. How crisply the Acarya puts itNaikassukhi When he advises that one should not be an enemy to another and the another is not made an enemy to oneself, the author's indebtedness to Gita once more becomes apparent.
It is not fair to suppose that the dharma background of the medical treatises of Vagbhata is exclusively laid down in the second chapter. In fact it is a vision which illuminates his entire thinking. This light never fails in any part of his works. When he attempts to describe preventive measures for maintaining a healthy body he reverts to the basic idea of the ethical motivation in the control of various illness both physical and mental. This sloka embodies the crux of this idea.
Nityam hitaharaviharasevi Samiksyakari visayesuasaktah Data samah satyaparah ksamavanaptopasevi ea bhavatyarogah.
The importance the Acarya has given to the inner mechanics of feelings and emotions is something which only a very few modern psychiatrists could fully appreciate.
The ultimate prescription of Vagbhata in care of prolonged and disabling diseases such as leprosy, diabetes etc., is the performance of good deeds, keeping the mind pure, love of all creatures and the control of senses. In this approach Vagbhata has been guided by Caraka and Susruta. Vagbhata in Astanga Samgraha goes to the extent of enjoining the worship of Lord Buddha for cleansing the mind and maintaining health. One of his Slokas in the Astangahrdaya is worth quoting.
Vratadamayamaseva tyagasila bhiyogo Dvijasuragurupuja sarvasatesu maitri Sivasivasutatara bhaskararadhanani Prakatita malapapam kustamunmulayanti While dealing with rejuvenation, after exhausting all his gerentological recipes he closes his observations with a splendid sloka in which he tries to suggest that the enternally efficacious rasayana is nothing but leading a pure life observing all the ethical principles which would make life good and noble.
Satyavadinamakrodhamaddhyatma pravanendriyam Santam sadvrttaniratam, vidyannityarasayanam
There could be no better finale for an Indian text on medicine than this sloka which at once points out the limitations of material medicine and directs our thoughts to the mysterious motivation of good living.
All this dharma motivation narrated by these great Ayurvedic teachers will train and discipline the mind along with the development of self -consciousness, Man has a wide consciousness of the world outside and unlike animals he is endowed with a new dimension of realization of his own self. The theme of the Upanishads is lucid exposition of the role of consciousness. A child's consciousness as manifested of the word it utters 'I', develops itself along with its age and matures and ripens under proper control and discipline reaching the infinite state at the appropriate time. Buddha, Jesus, Prophet -Mohammed, Adi Sankara, Sri Rama Krsna are some of the glorious examples of human perfection through the development of consciousness in them.
The challenges posed by science can be met only by a new strength or force namely the spiritual energy.
'Psychiatry offers a defense, a weak defense against inroads into the mind of man, preventive medicine and curative ones do not build up the edifice of real strength on a durable basis. A total and comprehensive approach to human being is needed and the necessity for such a total approach is recognized by modern psychiatrists. The body, mind and the brain have to be developed in unison under the protective umbrella of spiritual strength". With these words of Sri. Swami Ranganathanda, I conclude that the integration of ancient Indian Medicine and modern Medicine should be achieved on this basis or at least the pavement should be laid for this goal by 2000 A. D.
